Men and Cats

Based on the chic French Tumblr Des Hommes et des Chatons, created by Marie-Eva Gatuingt
and Alice Chaygneaud Men & Cats presents an original collection of fifty pairs of sexy men
and adorable cats. Each clever match-up shows a heartthrob posing alongside a cat in a similar
pose or with a similar expression. Not sure if you want to look at sexy men or cute cats? With
this book, you dont have to choose.Praise for the website: We just have one question: Why
did it take so long for someone to come up with this? --Huffington Post You may have a
slight obsession with reblogging cats on Tumblr. French Tumblr account Des Hommes et des
Chatons takes that obsession to a whole new level with their photos of cats imitating sexy male
models and actors. --Buzzfeed Today, we love the Tumblr Des Hommes et des Chatons, a
comic-sexy mix of guys and kittens. Want to see cute kittens and ultra sexy guys? The tumblr
Des Hommes et des Chatons will brighten your day. --Glamour (France) We love a really cute
Tumblr TOO TOO. Des Hommes et des Chatons, the name says it all. The perfect addition to
make us literally melt. We already loved cats. We also like men now. A salivating emergency!
--Cosmopolitan (France) The brilliant match-ups feature a variety of heartthrobs posing
seductively alongside shots of cuddly felines striking a pose that makes the viewer question
which subject theyre more interested in looking at. The more you browse through the growing
collection of juxtapositions, the more uncanny the resemblance between the two subjects
seem. --My Modern Met
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Men are driving the rise in cats with almost a quarter replacing mans best friend with a feline,
new research reveals.Why dont we ever hear about crazy cat men? I dont know, and neither
does New York-Based photographer David Williams, which is why he says he set out on
Years ago, the clever blog Des Hommes et Des Chatons (Men and Cats) began pairing pictures
of attractive guys with adorable felines who Being called a crazy cat person is no longer
exclusive to women. Guys love cats, too, and theyre not afraid to admit it. Mans best friend
has got some serious competition as new research reveals cats are stealing the hearts of more
and more guys across the UK. An online movement of men who are flaunting their love of
cats is giving others permission to embrace a gentler, more thoughtful kind of They say the
Internet survives because of cats and p*rn, so if the two were brought together into one
picture, that would mean an explosion right there. Oh wait.Editorial Reviews. Review. Praise
for the website: We just have one question: Why did it take Men and Cats by [Gatuingt,
Marie-Eva, Chaygneaud, Alice].Editorial Reviews. Review. Praise for the website: We just
have one question: Why did it take Men & Cats (The Men And Series) by [Chopin,
Marie-Eva Amazon??????Men & Cats (The Men And
Series)??????????Amazon?????????????Marie-Eva Chopin, Alice Chaygneaud????? Men &
Cats (The Men And Series) Marie-Eva Chopin, Alice Chaygneaud ISBN: 9780399175855
Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand und Women arent the only ones that can be
crazy cat people. Men can love cats, too. And they should - cats are brilliant. Fighting back
against the Amazon??????Men and Cats??????????Amazon?????????????Marie-Eva
Gatuingt???????????????????????The Absolute Worst Pictures of Men and Cats. 150
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Gaunt These Buy Men and Cats 01 by Marie-Eva Gatuingt (ISBN: 9780752265803) from
Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.: Men & Cats
(The Men And Series) (9780399175855): Marie-Eva Chopin, Alice Chaygneaud: Books.
Theres nothing wrong about men posing with their cat, until pictures like these come out.
Some of these images are so weird they are hilarious. Proving that no one can resist cats,
self-described “cat-fancier”, illustrator Sam Kalda, created Men and Cats: An Illustrated
History. Profiling
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